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He Didn’t 
Blame the Cows

He was one of these 
who look for E

® reason for 
everything. When the cheese 
factory closed, and he 
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as large as he 
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investigated. His 
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was getting

was not getting 
all of the cream. He decided 
to get a new separator. What 
make should he buy?

looking carefully in
to the merits of a number of 
machines,
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Evidently he
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He Bought a
SIMPLEX
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J^oner will the ear mature. This is 
the reason why our shallow kernelled

He was delighted with the 
cheques increased. His The size of his pay
any other separator he had evef^handled"""fie wa^ th3n 
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Dairying Brought Up-toniata

When buying a separator, be sure that 
plex.” Have

Kiyou get a "Sim- 
one sent you for a month’s free trial, and 

prove for yourself that it is the best machine made. Write 
for our illustrated booklet.
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D. Derbyshire S Company
Head Office and Works: BROCK VILLE,

MONTREAL and 90111C, R. «.
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Dut. t Repreeentatire. The member, 
of the» club, took a apecial interest in 
the oonrae, and it is through the 
™' «"«re? o.pended by t„c.e
men that the arrangement# were so

this winter a different farmer was in 
the oheir at each meeting.
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